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The social impact of participation in culture and sport
participation in culture and sport Eleventh Report of Session 2017–19 Report, together with formal minutes relating to the
report Ordered by the House of Commons to be printed 7 May 2019 HC 734 Published on 14 May 2019 by authority of the
House of Commons The Digital, Culture, Media and Sport Committee The Digital, Culture, Media and Sport Committee is
appointed by …
Local Area Statistics – adult sport and cultural ...
authority area, previously the sample size was 1000 In April 2008, the scope of the Active People Survey was extended to
collect data on participation in a range of cultural sectors Active People Survey data was used to measure the four
National Indica tors DCMS had within the National Indicator Set (NI8, 9, 10 and 11, which ) was
Development, Public Participation, and Cultural War
Art 3, page 2 of 11 Moayerian: Development, Public Participation, and Cultural War To this end, a number of scholars
regard development as the improvement of “the quality of all human lives and capabilities by raising people’s levels of
living, …
Sports participation in Scotland: trends and future ...
sports participation in Scotland (at least once in previous 4 weeks excluding walking) 82 97 Future 10-year scenarios for
sports participation under 'Trend', 'Optimistic' and 'Pessimistic' assumption on 8 drivers of social, economic and cultural
change 82 101 A proposed National Strategic Framework for community sport in Scotland 87
MER UK Forum Steering Group and Task Forces
Industry Cultural Change Champion 12 Contents MER UK Forum – Annual update 2018 * provisional data MER UK Forum –
Annual update 2018 Welcome to the third annual update from the Maximising Economic Recovery (MER) UK task forces,
Steering Group and Forum This unique tripartite approach brings together the Oil & Gas Authority (OGA), governments and

…
Modernization, Cultural Change, and the Persistence of ...
massive cultural change and the persistence of distinctive cultural tradi-tions Economic development is associated with
shifts away from absolute norms and values toward values that are increasingly rational, tolerant, trusting, and
participatory Cultural change, however, is path dependent The broad cultural heritage of a society-Protestant, Roman
Catholic, Or-thodox, …
The role of traditional institutions in political change ...
associations with authority and power, and as a result of its politicisation by successive governments and parties It cannot
be treated simply as a ‚civil society™ group 3 Extreme caution should therefore be exercised in respect of policies which
might encourage a renewal of oﬃcial participation by chiefs in political life or
How to change - NICE
change is needed and potential barriers to that change Your choice of method will be guided by local circumstances,
including the numbers of professionals involved and the time and resources available In some situations, more than one
approach may be needed Talk to key individuals Key individuals have speciﬁc understanding of a given situation and have
the knowledge, skills and authority
Sports equity - ethnic minority communities and sport ...
a sporting environment where cultural diversity is recognised and celebrated 1 Sporting Equals has developed the
document, ‘Achieving Racial Equality; A Standard for Sport’ This is a tool for national governing bodies and sport
organisations to use in planning and developing initiatives that will help them realise racial equality in their sport or
organisation The standard can be …
FS19/2: A duty of care and potential alternative ...
Financial Conduct Authority 12 Endeavour Square London E20 1JN Email: dutyofcare@fcaorguk Contents 1 Summary3 2
The case for change 9 3 A New Duty 10 4 How we use the existing regulatory framework 15 5 Culture change: beyond the
reach of the regulator? 17 6 Next steps 18 Annex 1 Abbreviations used in this paper 20 3 FS19/2 Section 1 Financial
Conduct Authority …
Youth Participation in Development - DISD
for, youth participation in development practice speciﬁcally for donor agen-cies and policy makers b) Provide some initial
practical guidance to assist donor agencies and policy makers to work more eﬀectively with and for young people !is
document is a summary of the 2010 publication ‘Youth Participation
Local Area Statistics: Adult participation in sport and ...
The new estimates show change over time, providing a comparison against previous surveys Data is collected via Sport
England’s Active People Survey and provided at both upper-tier and district level For participation in adult sport and active
recreation, the data published for County Councils and those authorities that have boosted sample sizes is based on the
latest 12 …
Leisure and Cultural Activity Strategy - Wigan
participation in regular physical activity The strategy has a focus on council activities, but ensures that these are assessed
in the context of all leisure and cultural activity across the borough regardless of who provides it This will give the
opportunity to consider the most appropriate way for council services to be provided in the future Given the current
budget …
Cultural activism and the politics of place-making
which speciﬁc practices might form part of wider movements of social change Our claim – that cultural activism can serve
as a form of urban place-making – is a critical addition to current scholarship of cultural activism in that it moves away
from an insistence on the fragmented and temporary nature of these practices and moves toward an analysis of the
genuine …
Recommendations concerning approaches for promoting ...
2001) during which the author became familiar with the cultural, political, institutional and ecological context of the
marine SACs in the Azores A number of presentations were also made to the MARÉ team based on the author’s analysis of
issues related to participation in marine protected areas (MPAs)
Dynamics of Cultural Change: The Human Development Perspective
The relationship between economic development, cultural change, and political liberalization is often explored through the
lens of classic modernization theory Recent scholarship attempts to extend classic theory to be more closely aligned with
empirical reality Under the human development perspective, economic prosperity acts as a catalyst for cultural
development, …
The value of Languages
Language policy must be underpinned by organizational cultural change Champions for languages both within and outside
government are vital What concerns are there now? Decline of languages and language learning in the UK from schools
through to higher education Business lost to UK companies through lack of language skills The UK’s ‘soft power’ and
eﬀectiveness …
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